WasteEng2018: 7th International Conference on Engineering for Waste and Biomass Valorisation
Featuring “Biomass, Residues, Waste, Renewable Resources to Energy, added-value Materials and Life Cycle Thinking”
(http://www.wasteeng2018.org)
Prague (Czech Republic), July 2-5, 2018

Sponsor information
Why should you sponsor this event?
WasteEng2018 is an International Conference of high Scientific and Technical standard dealing with original and prospective themes.
Around 400 Specialists from academia, governmental bodies and Industry from about 60 Countries attend this biannual Conference.
This event will gather the main stakeholders in the field and provide tremendous opportunities for Companies:
- directly involved in the Energy and Environmental business related to Biomass and Waste
- that use Biomass, Residues and Waste as feedstock for the production of Chemicals, Energy, and Intermediates for
Chemistry, Pharmacy and Food industries
- that produce and use renewable resource of energy (Solar, Biomass)
- that develop equipments, processes or service for Energy and Environmental issues
In order to help potential sponsors define their contribution, the steering committee would like to propose the following suggestions:
All sponsors will benefit from:
-

Full logo exposure: website (one year before and after the Conference) and hyperlink to the Company website, slide show,
Conference documents (proceedings, abstracts, and programme book) and a poster displayed at the Conference
Advertisement in the documents (half or full-page)

Gold sponsor
Your Company will contribute 5000€ VAT excluded or more. In return, you will benefit from:
- One free registration for one employee of the company attending the conference
- A booth in the conference area
- Delivering a “Best paper/poster student Award” stamped with the name of the Company
- Supporting a Catering (Lunch)
The Organizing Committee will draw a particular attention to advertise the Gold Sponsors throughout the Conference and onward.
Silver sponsor
Your Company will contribute 3000€ plus VAT or more. In return, you will benefit from:
- One free registration for one employee of the company attending the conference
- A booth in the conference area
- Supporting a Catering (Coffee break)
Bronze sponsor
Your Company will contribute 2000€ plus VAT or more. In return, you will benefit from:
- A student rate registration for one employee of the company attending the conference
- A booth in the conference area
Others: Advertising and various supports
Your Company may wish:
- To put an advertisement item (pens, note books, …) in the conference portfolio (minimum 250 items)
- To put the logo on the conference portfolio, on a sticky note pad…
And for any other request, please contact us!
Application
Request and related information should be sent to wasteengseries@mines-albi.fr.

